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Since building an entirely new SaaS offering, Zenoss has moved forward with new capabilities and, 
notably, growing the types of data it can ingest and analyze. It is getting closer to being able to 
analyze metrics, logs and traces, a capability that can help solve some of the pressing problems facing 
organizations that have adopted cloud-native technologies.
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Introduction
Since building an entirely new SaaS offering, Zenoss continues to move forward with adding new 
capabilities and, notably, growing the types of data it can ingest and analyze. It is getting closer to 
being able to analyze metrics, logs and traces, a capability that can help solve some of the pressing 
problems facing organizations that have adopted cloud-native technologies.

451 TAKE

Zenoss is positioning its cloud service as an offering designed to attract new customers 
and workloads, and that strategy appears to be working – the company reports that 
around two-thirds of new customers sign up for the SaaS service. Most of Zenoss’ 
development efforts will be directed toward the Zenoss Cloud SaaS offering, but it plans 
to maintain and support its on-premises software for the foreseeable future, catering to 
both existing and new customers that prefer to manage their own monitoring software. 
Although supporting both products requires investment by Zenoss, we think it strikes 
a smart balance that ought to pay off in terms of customer retention and growth. Even 
though the topic of machine learning has been overhyped in the monitoring market, 
Zenoss has made strategic investments here, including around leveraging collective 
intelligence, which should bring important benefits to users.

Context
Zenoss was founded in 2005, and is based in Austin, Texas. It has raised $45m in funding, with its 
latest round in 2012, and investors that include Summit Partners, Grotech Ventures, Intersouth 
Partners and Boulder Ventures. The company has been growing its customer count at a healthy clip, 
to around 600 direct customers from roughly 450 two years ago. It also counts customers served by 
MSPs in the thousands.

Like many other vendors in the monitoring sector, Zenoss recently rearchitected its offering to 
respond to demand for a SaaS delivery option. and to be able to better scale and accommodate 
customers that want to monitor emerging cloud-native technologies. In January, it reported that its 
SaaS offering was collecting more than one billion data points per day, and growing quickly.

Products
Since rolling out the SaaS service, Zenoss has made important updates around its UI, the ability to 
ingest an array of data and its machine-learning driven capabilities. Zenoss Cloud now can collect data 
via both agent and agentless technology, and has made APIs available so customers can send data 
from a wide variety of sources.

Customers can use open source software like StatsD or Prometheus to collect and send operations 
data to Zenoss. Using agent-based collection mechanisms is increasingly popular in cloud-native 
deployments that are more dynamic than traditional environments. In addition, with agents, users may 
be able to collect data that offers some insight into the application layer, allowing them to correlate the 
application to infrastructure, and Zenoss’ dashboards show this correlation.
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Zenoss Cloud can also ingest more types of events, and has the ability to ingest logs. These 
developments lay the groundwork for Zenoss to ingest and analyze metrics, logs and traces in a way 
that supports user requirements for data correlation that speeds the time it takes to discover, diagnose 
and solve performance problems. This is an important capability that will allow Zenoss to compete with 
leading monitoring vendors and meet the demands of customers.

Zenoss has also continued to make investments in the analytics capabilities built into the platform. It 
uses a combination of tags and neural network algorithms to infer connections between components, 
giving it an understanding of topology. Using that topology insight in its Smart View dashboard, 
Zenoss Cloud displays a service-centric view with graphs plotting metrics or events, positioning the 
component that is most likely causing a performance problem at the top.

Additional graphs show components that are or might be affected by the problem. Users can switch 
to a view that lists the events making up the issue, and see a score indicating a confidence level in it 
as the source of the problem. Users can also view a topology map to further examine the relationship 
between components and how each is performing. These are important capabilities that speed the 
process of solving performance problems.

Some of the algorithms Zenoss uses were developed internally; others are employed as services 
from Google Cloud Platform, which Zenoss Cloud runs on. The company is further taking advantage 
of Google services with its export capability that allows users to easily export the data they collect in 
Zenoss. One option is for customers to export to Google’s BigTable, add additional data sets, and use 
Google Analytics to generate custom reports.

Competition
With Zenoss Cloud, the vendor becomes more competitive with others that similarly offer SaaS 
infrastructure monitoring products, including LogicMonitor. As it adds capabilities that allow customers 
to bring in data via agents, and in the future analyze metrics, logs and traces, it will become competitive 
with the vendors that have similarly expanded horizontally, including Datadog and New Relic.

Insofar as it positions itself as a central tool for collecting IT ops data across the IT estate, including 
from other monitoring tools, it may run into ScienceLogic as well as legacy vendors including 
Broadcom (via its acquired CA Technologies products), IBM and BMC, which have each been upgrading 
their monitoring tools.
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SWOT Analysis

S T R E N G T H S
By recently building a new SaaS offering from 
the ground up, Zenoss has positioned itself 
to quickly respond to customer needs for 
monitoring in cloud-native environments.

W E A K N E S S E S
While we think Zenoss is largely keeping pace 
with its customers in terms of their adoption 
of cloud-native technologies and evolving 
monitoring needs, the comapny is behind a 
set of competitors that already have more 
complete offerings that can analyze metrics, 
logs and traces.

O P P O R T U N I T I E S
Zenoss has been forward-thinking in terms 
of embracing machine-learning technologies, 
including those that mine anonymous data 
from across its customer base. As such, it 
could offer users capabilities that stand out in 
terms of value compared to the competition.

T H R E AT S
Zenoss has cited good reasons for running 
its cloud offering on Google Cloud Platform. 
But being closely tied to GCP could be 
problematic if the third-place cloud provider 
discontinues any of the services that Zenoss 
relies on, or if GCP otherwise flounders.


